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RELATIVE PERFORMANCE OF FUND AND INDICES (Performance is expressed net of management and depository fees)

2020 1 MONTH 6 MONTHS 12 MONTHS 3 YEARS 5 YEARS 7 YEARS
-12.38% 1.62% -12.38% -3.64% -5.62% -0.89% 56.33%
-13.35% 2.85% -13.35% -6.37% -5.02% -5.50% 26.43%
-13.45% 1.92% -13.45% -4.12% -2.42% 1.23% 43.52%
-25.69% 1.90% -24.28% -21.39% -30.76% -32.85% -6.84%

2019 2018 2017 2016 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010
27.61% -15.69% 17,01% -9,22% 11,26% 23,87% 13,04% -8,22% -2,13%
23.16% -13.24% 7,68% -1,20% 4,35% 17,37% 14,37% -12,20% 3,90%
26.89% -15.17% 10,52% -1,64% 6,38% 21,00% 18,70% -15,60% 16,80%
11.82% -14.97% 7,40% -2,01% 3,66% 21,96% -4,66% -13,11% -17,43%

COUNTRY DISTRIBUTION TOP 10 HOLDINGS
FRANCE 35,49% TECHNOLOGY 44,70% EURO 71,47% INGENICO GROUP 9,93%
UNITED KINGDOM 18,58% CONSUMER DISCRETIONARY 22,02% GBP 18,58% AVAST PLC 8,48%
ITALY 11,53% INDUSTRIAL 13,43% DKK 4,68% EDENRED 7,44%
SPAIN 11,02% INSURANCE 6,56% CHF 4,08% NEOEN 7,37%
GERMANY 7,65% INFRAESTRUCTURE 5,86% NOK 1,19% INTERPUMP GROUP SPA 5,93%
DENMARK 4,68% HEALTH 3,21% AGEAS 4,68%
BELGIUM 4,51% BANKS 1,76% ROYAL UNIBREW 4,51%
SWITZERLAND 4,08% CHEMISTRY 1,19% AUTO TRADER GROUP PLC 3,90%
NORWAY 1,19% BODYCOTE PLC 3,62%

GETLINK 3,57%

PARETURN GVC GAESCO COLUMBUS EUROPEAN MIDCAP EQUITY FUND (LUXEMBOURG UCITS)

GENERAL INFORMATION SHARE INFORMATION
COUNTRY LUXEMBOURG SHARE CLASS CLASS B/R CLASS I
COMPANY PARETURN GVC GAESCO COLUMBUS EUROPEAN MID-CAP EQUITY ISIN LU1569896738 LU1569897116

INVESTMENT MANAGER GVC GAESCO GESTIÓN SGIIC MANAGEMENT FEE 1,35% 0,75%

CUSTODIAN BNP SECURITY SERVICES LUXEMBOURG PERFORMANCE FEE 9% ABOVE BENCHMARK, 3Y HWM 9% ABOVE BENCHMARK, 3Y HWM

AUDITOR DELOITTE MINIMUM INVESTMENT ONE SHARE ONE SHARE

TRANSFER AGENT / FUND ADMINISTRATOR BNP SECURITIES LUXEMBOURG NET ASSET VALUE (EUR) 143.29

MDO MANAGEMENT SERVICES FUND BLOOMBERG PAMCBI1 PAMCBI2
COLUMBUS INVESTMENT PARTNERS

INVERSIÓN COLUMBUS 75 SICAV (SICAV SPAIN) 

GENERAL INFORMATION SHARE INFORMATION
COUNTRY SPAIN ISIN ES0124519036

CATEGORY EUROPEAN EQUITIES MANAGEMENT & ADVISORY FEE 1,35%

INVESTMENT MANAGER GVC GAESCO GESTIÓN SGIIC PERFORMANCE FEE 9% ABOVE BENCHMARK, 3Y HWM

CUSTODIAN BNP PARIBAS SUBSCRIPTION / REDEMPTION FEES NIL

AUDITOR DELOITTE SL REGISTRATION NUMBER CNMV 1343

LAUNCH DATE 30/6/08 NET ASSET VALUE CALCULATION (EUR) DAILY

BASE CURRENCY EUR CUT OFF TIME 1300 HRS
Pedro Yagüez NET ASSET VALUE (EUR) 16.73
pedro.yaguez@columbusinvestmentpartners.com DAILY LIQUIDITY LIQUIDATION ON T+3 BASIS

BLOOMBERG SO712 SM

ADVISOR

24.52%
MSCI MID CAPS 16.00% 45.68%

PERFORMANCE 3 MONTHS 2008*
COLUMBUS 15.22% 92.08%

-39.97%

2015 2008*
18,21% -2,01%

2009
22,25%

30/6/20

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT COMPANY

CHAIRMAN

COLUMBUS

IBEX 35 6.57%

STOXX 600 12.59%

*Since 30/06/2008

STOXX 600
MSCI MID CAPS

IBEX 35

6,79% -40,90%
12,69% -37,70%

SECTOR DISTRIBUTION CURRENCY DISTRIBUTION

This report is provided for informational purposes only. All the information included in this report has been compiled from sources that we consider reliable, however, there is no guarntee of integrity, veracity and accuracy. All opinions and estimates contained in this report constitute our opinion on the date of the report and may be modified without prior 
notice. No responsibility will be accepted for direct or indirect losses that are due to the use of this report or its content. This report may not be reproduced, distributed or published by any recipient thereof for any purpose. 2020. All rights reserved

136.23

PERFORMANCE

23,40%
36,40%
29,84%-7,15% -32,39%

During June, Columbus continued to recover with a +1.62% rise. Over the quarter the fund rose 15.22% compared to 12.59% for the STOXX 600, 16.00% for the MSCI Mid Cap Europe and 6.57% for
the IBEX. This increase brought the fund performance over the past 12 months to -3.64%. Since the beginning of the year the absolute fall remains -12.38%, which although significant, is lower than
the European indices, which range from -13.35% (MSCI Mid Cap) to -25.69% (IBEX). Since the start of Columbus's management in June 2008, profitability has been 92.8%, far exceeding the
European equity indices. The volatility of the portfolio in the last twelve months stands at 22.4% against a 25.2 of the STOXX600 NR.

The first quarter calm this year was shattered by the unprecedented closure of world economies as the global pandemic erupted and stock markets fell sharply. Almost equally abrubtly in the second quarter
financial markets rebounded following the massive government and central bank response around the world. The rapid and unconditional support for the economy that came in the form of liquidity injections, rate
cuts and fiscal packages is likely to continue well into 2021. Around $6 trillion of quantitative easing is expected globally in the next 12 months, three times greater than the peak of the QE stimulus in 2008. Having
learnt their lessons from the financial crisis the central banks acted much more quickly and in a more coordinated fashion to stem the early panic in the markets. The success of this approach was amply
demonstrated by the subsequent sharp recovery in asset prices, which has been the best for global equities since 2009, and one of the most profitable in history.

For markets to continue to rise in the short-term investors will need to see evidence of improving activity as economies begin to exit the shut-down phase. This will help to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
expansionary policies, and the true extent of the damage to consumer sentiment. However, looking beyond the next few months we have little doubt that investors will continue to favour high quality businesses
with the potential to grow, and our attention remains focused here. Therefore, despite the extreme volatility of the price actions the view within Columbus remains consistent. Our baseline scenario remains a rapid
and deep recession followed by an equally rapid recovery. We believe that when the pandemic recedes, the market will begin to focus on the expected results of 2021 and beyond. From the lowest point of the
crisis on March 18 the Columbus Fund has risen almost 38% and we believe that the initial phase of the "V" bounce is coming to an end. Despite this we expect volatility to remain elevated, which should lead to
periodic price dislocations and provide attractive opportunities for active investors.

Regarding the Columbus portfolio, our strategy has not changed; we continue to be positioned in companies where we see attractive return and risk characteristics, especially in technology, consumption and
services. We have no exposure to the most cyclical sectors (oil, raw materials, autos), and are underweight financial services with less than 2% of the fund in banks. We took advantage of the fall earlier in the year
to move to a fully invested position by adding to existing holdings as well as taking a small number of new positions in the infrastructure sector where the stocks were pricing in no future recovery. The market’s
move up from lows has not been uniform and has typically focused on quality companies, with healthy balance sheets and limited debt, which in many cases have recovered, or even exceeded their pre-Covid
prices. In the second quarter the companies that contributed the most to performance were Ingenico, Avast, Autotrader, and Software AG and the detractors AKKA, Ageas and Liberbank.

Since June 14, 2018 both domestic and foreign investors have been able to access the Columbus strategy via the master-feeder structure between the Columbus 75 Sicav in Spain (feeder) and the Luxembourg
registered Pareturn GVC Gaesco Columbus European Midcap Equity Fund (master). The Luxembourg vehicle offers both institutional and retail share classes. We thank your trust and wish the best to you and
your families during these uncertain times.

The fund aims to achieve capital growth through investment in European mid and small-cap companies over the long term. 

PARETURN GVC GAESCO COLUMBUS EUROPEAN MID-CAP EQUITY FUND (MASTER)
INVERSIÓN COLUMBUS 75 SICAV (FEEDER)
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